ABSTRACT. In this paper we prove a result of complementarity problem where compact condition is somewhat relaxed.
() (gzo, fxo> 0
The corresponding variational inequality will be as given below.
(/) Find z0 K such that gxo K and (x gzo, fxo) > 0 for all x K In it is shown that () and (/) are equivalent.
Indeed, if() holds then by taking gxo 0, we get (z, fxo) > 0 for all x E K, so fxo K" Also, if x 0 we get (gxo, fxo) < 0 and if x 2gxo, then (gxo, fXo) > O. Thus (gxo, fxo) 0 and (a) is obtained. In case (c0 holds then gxo K, fxo .K"a nd (gzo, fxo) O.
Since fxo K* so (x, fxo) > 0 for all x E K.
Hence (x gzo, fxo) > 0 for all x K and () holds. The following result given in [2] extends and unifies results due to park and Kim [3] , Takahashi [4] and Chitra and Subrahmanyan [5] . The proof in [2] is based on the KKM-map principle (for details see Granas [6] ). TIIEOREM 1. Let C be a nonempty convex subset of a topological vector space X. Let A C C x C and g C C such that the following conditions are satisfied. ii) for each y C, the set {x C (x, gy) .A } is convex or empty, iii) for each x C, the set {y C (x, gy) A} is closed in C; iv) C has a nonempty compact convex subset Co such that the set D {y C" (x, gy) A for all x C0) is compact Then there exists a Y0 C such that C x {gy0 } c A.
NOTE. Ifg I, an identity function, then one gets that C x {yo} C A [7] . In case C is compact convex and g is an identity map then we have the following COROLLARY 1. Let C be a nonempty compact convex subset of a topological vector space X and let A C C C have the following: i) (x,x) A for each x C, ii) for each y C the set {x C (x, y) A} is convex or empty; iii) for each x C the set {y C (x, y) A} is closed in C. Then there is Y0 C such that C x {y0 } c A.
We will make use of Theorem to prove the following result in complementary problem. First Hence the result follows from Corollary in the weak topology sense.
